Solution Brief :: Provider Management

Provider Privileging
The Right Provider for the Right Patient.
Ensure your providers are vetted and qualified to
perform specific patient care services at your facility.
Provider privileges define the scope of permitted activities that the provider
may engage in while at a facility. A provider who is not properly privileged
at your facility cannot see patients there.
A number of provider types are qualified to render care services in a
hospital setting. For example, if an OB/GYN needs to deliver a baby at a
specific hospital, the provider will need to be privileged at that facility. A provider who is
not privileged at that facility will not be able to perform the delivery.
Health plans also require that providers have specific privileges. If providers do not obtain
the required privileges, they will not be enrolled with the health plan.

Provider Privileging Just Got Quicker and Easier.

Provider Privileging is the process of authorizing a specific scope of practice for patient care in an
inpatient setting based on an evaluation of the provider’s credentials and performance.
TractManager’s Provider Privileging technology speeds up the process by providing easy access
to real-time provider data stored in a single, central database. Embedded with our workflow
automation, Provider Privileging enables quick Primary Source Verifications (PSV), Peer References,
and decision-making regarding provider qualifications and performance to ensure that the appropriate
documentation and information accompanies a provider throughout the privileging process.

TractManager’s Provider Privileging technology:
 xpedites the privileging process. By digitizing application intake, automating Primary Source Verification,
E
and enhancing the approval process, our CARE software streamlines and accelerates the process of granting
privileges to providers.
 entralizes credentialing and privileging functionality. Our technology centralizes credentialing and
C
privileging functionalities across multiple facilities within a health system.
 nsures accuracy and completeness. Our technology is embedded with workflows and triggers that
E
quickly identify gaps and discrepancies in information. Our multiple integrations with primary sources ensure
that the most accurate information is accessible to you.
 nhances brand integrity. Process centralization and efficiency contribute to a positive and seamless
E
privileging experience, ensuring provider satisfaction and appropriate care coverage.

How Can We Help You?
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TractManager’s Provider Privileging Features:
Workflow-Driven Software

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Online applications with centralized core privileges and customized privileges per facility
Automated provider data intake
Centralized document repository
Provider portal access
Customizable KPI reporting and benchmarks
Peer Reference automation
Automated notification of upcoming reappointment cycles

Primary Source Verifications

• Software enabled full-scope credentialing for initial appointment and reappointment
• Automated integration and “data pull” from PSV websites
• System alerts and triggers
Peer Review Support

• Workflow-triggered Review and Approval by stakeholders
• Provider Notification
Ongoing and Performance Monitoring

• Sanctions Evaluations
• Adverse Actions
• Monitoring of OPPE and FPPE, CMEs and CEUs

Take Advantage of Our Full Suite of Provider Onboarding Solutions.
TractManager provides best-in-class Provider Onboarding solutions that
streamline and accelerate provider credentialing, privileging, enrollment,
and ongoing provider data management functions. You can manage all your
provider onboarding functions in-house using TractManager’s state-of-the-art,
cloud-based CARE software—or outsource them to our team of experts.
TractManager is the nation’s first Credentialing Verification Organization
(CVO) with an integrated Contract Lifecycle Management solution to achieve
NCQA Accreditation in Credentialing.

To learn more about our Provider Onboarding solutions,
visit www.tractmanager.com.
TractManager empowers the unsung heroes who make healthcare organizations run, with insights
and technology that lead to smarter decisions. From improved sourcing decisions, to compliant
contract lifecycle management, to credentialing and provider management, we help people run
their healthcare systems at peak efficiency, with minimal risk. And when that happens, something
pretty wonderful happens — patients receive better care.
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